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April 21, 2014

Dr. Fernando Marques
Executive Editor
BMC Medical Education

Dear Dr. Marques,

On behalf of my co-authors, I would like to resubmit our manuscript entitled “A Proposed Core Curriculum for Dental English Education in Japan” for publication in BMC Medical Education. The manuscript is part of a full report (available as a supplement file) containing results of two discussion forums and a workshop/seminar. The project was supported by a 5-million yen grant (No. 23531201) for Scientific Research (C) (General) (2011-2014) entitled “Developing a Core Curriculum for the Dental English Course for Dental Schools...
in Japan” from the Japan Ministry of Education and the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.

We have modified the manuscript as instructed:
1. Reformat: We reformatted our manuscript as a research article.
2. Abstract: We have included the Abstract as part of the manuscript.

Thank you very much for considering our manuscript.

Respectfully yours,

Omar M.M. Rodis